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FROM THE DIRECTOR 
It All Comes 
Down To 
Numbers 
As we head into another 
glorious Iowa autumn and another 
hunting eason, any experienced 
deer hunter knows that one of the 
primary key to ucce s i to 
recognize and understand move-
ment patterns. Anyone looking 
for me last winter could have 
used the same technique. My 
predictable movement pattern 
wa back and forth to the Capitol, 
primarily to talk about deer. 
And talk about deer we did. I 
heard many pleas to reduce the 
deer herd from the insurance 
indu try, urban residents and 
agricultural mtercsts. r also heard 
impa..,sioncd plea. from hunters 
urging re traint from reducing the 
deer herd too much. 
While everyone may have an 
opinion on\\ hat hould be done in 
terms of managing the deer herd 
and all may have some valid 
circumslwltial C\ idencc to 
support their position, our 
decision<., come dO\\ n to lll tm -
bers - how many deer are 
there. where arc they. \\hat i 
the appropriate number for 
pecific regions of the state and 
what must be done to achieve 
those levels. 
The fact that we have heard 
concerns from both side of the 
i sue leave me hopeful that we 
are doing someth ing right. Our 
challenge is to manage deer for 
the entire state and receiving 
reaction from both ide tells me 
that we have been listening to 
the people of Jowa. The best 
olutions to find balance usually 
come from the middle rather 
than from either of the extreme 
ides of an is uc. 
Discussion on the deer 
population i important. far roo 
important to engage in it in 
an) thing le than a rational 
manner. One of the fir t factors 
that needs to be understood is 
that this i not ju t an issue of 
population. it i al o one of 
distribution. Management of 
the deer herd centers as much 
on ll'here deer are located as it 
does on how manv exist. 
This year. we received 
intense pres urc to reduce deer 
numbers. Staff recogniLed that 
new approaches might ha\C to 
be taken. but pending final 
survey information and pa sage 
of fi nallegi..,lation. it was not 
known how much would ha' e to 
be done or where. 
After final deer \urve}.., were 
completed, it \Vas obvious that 
more would have to be done in 
southern and northeast Iowa than 
just increasingantlerless-onl} 
quotas i r the deer herd was going 
to be reduced. Ne\V \\a) s had to 
be found to get hunters to shoot 
more doe in these areas. 
A new November antlcrless-
onl) ea ... on gi\'eS hunter.., a 
chance to hunt for does outside or 
their traditional bud. huntmg time. 
Allowing rifle<., in southern Iowa 
will attract hunters that "'ant to 
u<;e a rille. Neither approach was 
contemplated until final sun ey 
information wa.., received. 
Of these L\VO maJOr change<;. 
the usc of center-fire rifles in the 
outhern two tiers of lov.a 
countie<> in a <;peciallate January 
hunt has probably prompted the 
most allcntion. Most of the 
attention has been due to the fact 
that thts i.., ne\\ tn the state of 
iowa and there are ..,afety 
concern.., as oc~ated \\ ith high-
powered rifles. 
ExaminatiOn of hunter safet} 
statistics for surrounding states 
that allov. both shotgun and rifle 
hunting indicate about equal 
numbers of incidents occur\\ ith 
rifles and hotguns. Very few 
people are shot at a dt<;tance \\ nh 
ei ther weapon and shooting non-
hunting citizen.., is nearl) non-
existent. Most accident<; arc self-
inflicted or to a hunllng partner 
standing nearby whether by rifle 
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Features 
HUNTING IOWA 2005 
What is up - and what's down - for this year's 
hunting season. 
HOG WILD IN IOWA 
by Lowell Washburn and Alan Foster 
Talk about your invasive species. Wild pigs are 
begi nning to wreak havoc on Iowa's 
em ironment. 
HELP IS ON THE WAY 
by Lowell Washburn 
Help 1s on the \\.a)' for at least some of the 238 
spec1es of plants and animal current!> 
constdercd threatened or endangered in lo~a. 
The DNR's ne~ Landowner Incentive Program 
1.., hc lptng l ando~ ners protect critical habitat. 
FROM A SINGLE ACORN 
by Bnan Button 
Iowa's oldest oak - a 43 1-year-old icon of the 
timber, has dropped it's last acorn. Strong winds 
apparently fe lled Iowa's elder statesman oak. 
GEOCACHING: CATCHING ON IN IOWA 
by Joe Wilkmson 
Th1s wcreasingly popular pastime combines the 
h1gh-tech \\ orld with the great outdoors for a 
modern-day treasure hunt. And who doesn' t 
love a treasure hunt? 
HALEY DUNN, IOWA'S HOMEGROWN 
SHOOTING STAR 
by Karen Grimes 
From early on, this Eddyville native showed that 
she has what it takes to bring home the Olympic 
Gold. 
DEBONAIR DUCK 
by Mick Klemesrud 
This issue, Geppeto 's on West Lake Okoboj i serves 
up pan-seared breast of Iowa mallard with port 
wine demi-glace. Duck never tasted so good. 
Director's Message 
cont. from page 2 
or hotgun. The pecial Iowa 
season takes place after all usual 
deer sea ons are over. M is ouri 
Join the lPN, only $10/year! 
Wnte lPN, PO Box 572, Nevada, lA 50201 
or see www.1owapramenetwork org 
has allowed deer hunting with 
rifles right acros the state line 
for decade with no unu ual 
problems. 
A major point the non-
hunting public often fails to grasp 
is the economic benefits deri ved 
from successful wildli fe 
programs and su tainable 
wildlife population . 
Hunting, fi shing and 
wildlife watching gener-
ate about $1.5 billion 
every year for the Iowa 
economy. much of which 
occur in rural part of 
our state. 
Those are the num-
bers and some of the 
decision ba ed on those 
numbers. Unfortunately, I 
believe thaL we all get so 
wrapped up in the management 
decision . population estimates, 
harvest numbers and hunting 
ea ons that we ometimes miss 
the big picture. 
Lo tin the numbers is the 
fact that our white-tailed deer are 
wild and beautiful creature that 
need to be valued as such. I hope 
that in all thi herd management 
talk we always keep the focu on 
deer a an important. vi tal 
component of our Iowa natural 
environment. Deer truly are a 
wonderful part of the Iowa 
expenence. 
Jeffrey R. Vonk 
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Magazine Subscriptions 
Phone calls 515-281-5918 
Or on-line at www.iowadnr.com 
(MasterCard or Visa) 
$12 for a one-year subscription 
The Iowa 
Nature Store 
your on-line source of Iowa-unique 
and fun outdoor gifts, including: 
Log on today. 
sweatshirts, coats, h,lts 
conservation education 
~uaterials ,md much more. 
HELPINcYOU 
CONNECT TO OUTDOOR IOWA 
WITH FUN NEW PRODUCTS 
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Forecast by Todd Gosselink 
It's too early for brood survey results as this is being 
wnttcn, but reports of large turkey broods arc coming in. 
Weather conditions during the hatch and shortly after 
were favorable, and a good hatch and abO\ e average 
poult survtval are expected. Even during years of poor 
hatches, Iowa'~ wild turkey population provides ample 
opportunity for turkey hunting due to the good population 
numbers across the state. 
Nc"" regulations this fall ""ill give hunters more 
opp01tunity to take advantage of turkey hunting. For the 
flrst time the enttre state \\Ill be open for fall turkey 
hunting for residents. The previously closed area 
(noi1hwest Iowa) will be opened as new Zone 9. There 
will be a quota for this zone to ensure turkeys \\1 ill not be 
overharvested. Quotas \\ill remain the same throughout 
the rest of the state. 
Iowa hunters will also be allowed to purchase a third 
turkey hcensc. tf the quota in a zone has not been filled by 
Nov. I. In 2004, Zone 4 (southern Iowa) and Zone 6 
(northeast Iowa) did not fill their quotas. This will allow 
avid turkey hunters to take advantage of the under-used 
turkey resource m these areas of the state. 
For the first time, dogs ""Ill be allowed in turk e) 
hunting. Traditionally. dogs were used to find and break 
up turke)' flocks, scattering them in different directions, 
allo\\ ing the hunter to call them back. Using dogs for fall 
hunting the traditional way is once again gaming popularity 
in the U.S., and this regulation change will allow Iowa 
hunters to try different methods of fall turkey hunting. 
Some upland bird hunters that have encountered turkeys 
while pheasant or quail hunting may try their hand at this 
new opportunity. They must have a fall turkey hunting 
license with an unfilled tag in their possession while doing 
so and must shoot and tag their own turkey. 
Hunting turkeys this fall should prove to be excellent. 
With more areas open to hunt, good turkey numbers, a 
possible third tag and a good forecast for turkey 
reproduction, hunters should have another good sea..,on. 
Iowa ranks number one in the nation for the longest fall 
turkey season. and con~istently ranks in the top of the 
nation for success rates of hunters. 
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by Lowell Washburn 
Photos by Carl Priebe 
DNR battles wild hogs at Riverton Wildlife Unit 
20 lo 
Hunting wild p1gs m v do 
mon"l h~rrr ..... ~n good 
by Alan Foster 
Carl Pncbe u-,ed to spend hts days overseemg the 20 wtldltfe 
management area-, m southwest Iowa. That meant makmg .... ure the 
roughly I 0,000 acre~ of public access supported the native waterfowl, 
upland game and I orest animals that flo uri shed there It meant working 
Vv 1th pn vatc landowners who wanted the same for the am mal.... on their 
property. 
Now, the Iowa DNR wtldlife management biOlogist and hts staff of 
three ha\ e a ncv. assignment- study mg. trackmg. momtonng and 
trying to eradicate an am mal few ever thought would pose a problem in 
Iowa \\IIld hogs Russian hogs and feral ptgs have In\aded the Green 
Hollov.. Wtldhfe Area at the Rtverton Umt, generally v.reakmg ha\ocon 
the habitat Across the \tate. m pockets of southeast Iov..a, feral ptgs 
arc domg the same 
"We spent most oJ March domg nothmg but ptgs," Pnebe smd, 
"butldmg traps, checkmg traps, baiting sites and lookmg for new batt 
. , 
sttes. 
And answering phone calls. Lots of them. Since wild ptgs are not 
protected in Iowa, many of the calls came from hunters lookmg for an 
opportumty to pursue an animal that previOusly was only an option at a 
few pay-to-hunt game farms. And that is causing some consternatiOn to 
the staff whose goal Is to eradicate an animal that IS already wreaking 
havoc on one wtldhfe area, and ts poised to do the same on others 1f left 
unchecked. 
"In other state\, hunting has not proven to be successful in 
stemmmg population growth," Pnebe sat d. 
In fact. huntmg may even be counterproductive. 
"If 10 ptgs walk out into a field and a hunter shoots one, he's killed 
one pig but educated nine," he said. "And it appears that hunting 
pressure tends to turn them nocturnal, and they will move readily if 
pressured." 
"That's why we've resorted to trapping," Priebe said. "In some 
cases, we have been able to trap multiple pigs. but with hunting, you 
shoot one and the rest scatter." 
It seems to be working. To date, 30 of the 48 pigs removed from 
the population have been trapped, while only 13 have been shot by 
hunters. The rest were either captured by other means or killed by 
motorists on the road. Although the efforts seem to be paying off, 
Pnebe knows the work is not done. 
"Research has indicated we are going to have to kill70 percent of 
the population each year just to keep pace with the population growth." 
Scpocmb<r/O.wbcr 211115 • hm.o ( " "'"""''"""' 2 1 
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The Landowner Incentive Program 
Offers New Hope for Iowa's Threatened and Endangered Species 
Located smack in the middle of 
America's bread basket. Iowa 
contains one of the mo tattered 
land~capes in the nation. More than 
99 percent of the tate· native 
prairie has been plowed, nearly 95 
percent of it wetland drained. and 
over half of the original hardwood 
forest has been logged. 
Some wildlife species. such as 
Canada geese, deer and wild 
turkeys, have not only teamed to 
adapt and survive these changes, but 
have indeed made resounding 
modem-day comebacks. 
Unfortunately, these are the 
exceptions. Many oflowa' s plant 
and wildlife specie have not fared 
as well. Currently, 238 pecies of 
native plant and animals cling to an 
uncertain future as threatened or 
endangered species. Without 
immediate aid, many of these 
pecie wi lldi appearwithinour 
lifetimes. 
So much for the bad news. 
According to the DNR's Kelly 
Smith, help is on the way. 
"In the past, helping endangered 
~pecies meant acquiring land to 
protect cri t ica I or unique habitats,,. 
said Smith . .. But recently we have 
begun to mo' e in a new direction 
due to a Landowner Incentive 
Program (LIP) grant from the U.S. 
Fi'->h & Wildlife Sen ice. The federal 
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LIP grant provides Iowa with more 
than $1.37 million for a 75 percent 
cost -~hare to private landowner~\\-ho 
wish to voluntarilj protect or enhance 
habitats used by threatened or 
endangered species. 
"Since mostthreatened and 
endangered species exist on privately 
owned land, the new LIP approach 
makes perfect sense." ~aid Smith, 
v. ho is coordinating the eff011 for 
Iov.a. The state has been d1\ 1ded into 
nine designated prionty areas v. here 
rare species are known to ex i ~t. 
Interested landowners receive 
technical assistance and written 
guidelines aimed at impro\ ing habitats 
for the~e threatened or endangered 
. 
spec1es. 
Kevm Andersen is a DNR 
wild I if e biologist stationed at Fairfield 
in southeast Iowa. Anderson, who is 
currently assisting landowners in 
implementing LIP projects on their 
properties, has already detected 
some dramatic changes in the way 
both landowners and professional 
biologi~t~ \ tev. endangered spec1es. 
"So far. I' m mainly working with 
landowners on the lower Cedar River 
floodplain in Muscatine and Louisa 
counties," said Andersen. "A lot of 
our work here has focused on 
reptiles and amphibians and there are 
a good number of different snake 
species here. There are several 
ongoing re~earch projects regarding 
herps (reptiles and amphibians) and 
we (DNR) asked what we could do 
to benefit all species living on the 
floodplain. 
"Most people understand that 
some spec1es, like the massasauga 
rattlesnake, are in trouble in Iowa, 
but what fewer folks reali1e is that 
some of the hcrps that we think of as 
being common are also showing 
substantial declines," said Andersen. 
Iowa's eastern massasauga (above) is a candidate for the federal list of 
threatened and endangered species. The long-eared owl (left) is listed 
as threatened on Iowa's threatened and endangered species list. 
"When I was a kid, bullsnakes were 
very very common. It isn't that way 
anymore. and I' mjust flabbergasted 
at the dov. ntum they've taken during 
the past 15 or 20 years. The same 
goes for Blanding's turtles. They're 
still here. but where biologists say 
they used to sec I 0 there's now one." 
Much of the habitat work in the 
lower Cedar R1ver floodplain has 
focused on grassland plantings on 
older Wetland Reserve Projects. 
Following the now famous floods of 
1993, most WRPs have been more or 
less left to themselves with little or no 
active management. During recent 
years. the Natural Resource 
Conservation Service (NRCS) has 
provided pratne plantings on several 
of the sites. "The next step for these 
habitats," said Andersen, "wil1 be to 
One objective to 
prairie management 
on Ll P lands is to 
open them up to 
sunlight so that 
turtles like the 
Blanding's (far 
right) and snakes 
will have places to 
bask and hunt. 
Prescribed burning 
does just that by 
removing shaded 
canopies of Reed's 
canary grass and 
woody vegetation 
replacing them with 
native plants. 
Improving habitats 
in this way benefits 
a wide variety of 
species - both 
game and 
nongame. The 
Blanding's turtle is 
cu rrently listed as 
threatened on 
Iowa's threatened 
and endangered 
species list. 
The map below 
identifies priority ii 
J> 
areas for the LIP .g 
c: 
program and some ~ 
species associated ~ 
with them. £ 
Eastern Massasauga • 
Forest • 
Loess Hills 
Lower Cedar Valley 
Oa k Sa vannah 
Prairie 
Timber Rattlesnake • 
Topek a Shiner • 
Algific Ta lus Slopes • 
work toward diversifying the plant 
community usingLIP cost-share. 
''Improving these ites will not only 
bencfi t threatened and endangered 
pcc.:ies. but will also imprO\ e habitats 
for a wide variety of nongame and 
game 11pecies as well," he said. 
"One of om· objectives wiiJ be to 
open up the prairies to sunlight o that 
turtles and snakes will have places to 
bask and hunt. One of the biggest 
challenge is to get rid of the haded 
canopy of Reed's canary gra and 
replace it with native plant species." 
added Andersen. 
"So far, 10 landowners (in our area) 
have signed on for LIP cost-share and 
our initial emphasis has been pre~cribed 
burning. Timing is very critica l. Down 
here. we· re eeing snai Is, snakes and 
bullfrogs becoming active during the 
first I 0 days of March." 
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on endangered species work, we 
would just work around the weather 
and bum whenever we could. Today, 
we're really beginning to rethink our 
strategy. In addition to general 
grassland management, we also need 
to look at having the least amount of 
negative impact on reptiles and 
amphibians. Things that before 
seemed relatively simple have 
become very complex. LIP has made 
all of us step back and rethink how 
we do business. Today, we're using 
every tool in the box and are even 
inventing some new ones," said 
Andersen. 
Helga McDaniel, a DNR wildlife 
biologist working with private lands in 
the south-central region of the state, 
agrees that LIP is causing everyone 
to take a step back and rethink some 
former management practices. In 
some cases, it also calJs for an 
increased amount of 
patience. 
"So far, I've talked to 
about IS landowners and 13 
have taken the plunge, which 
is very encouraging," said McDaniel. 
"Most of the work here has been 
with savannah restoration - which 
main 1 y involves the removal of woody 
invasion and burning. Some 
landowners are surprised to learn that 
they don't actually have to be able to 
identify a threatened or endangered 
species on their property to be eligible 
for LIP funding. They just have to 
have habitats within a priority region. 
If their habitat matches something 
where an endangered species (like the 
slender glass lizard) has been sighted, 
then we' II do a management plan for 
that site. Of course, our management 
plans will also benefit a number of 
other savannah species like bobwhite 
quail and barn owl~ or species of 
concern like redheaded woodpeckers, 
Indiana bats and long-eared owls," said 
McDaniel. 
"I think one of our main challenges 
will be to instill a sense of patience. To 
make a restoration complete requires a 
long-term commitment to burning. 
With savannahs, you see more of a 
patchy fire than with prairies. There is 
not the intensity of heat and you have 
to return to a site more often than with 
grasslands. It usually takes several 
fires to get what we' re looking for. I 
know of one private area where the 
landowners have been burning for I 0 
years and they're sti 11 finding new 
plants at that site." 
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Word was out. A smaltering of 
reports indicated an ancient Iowan 
had died. After 431 ) car\. Io-wa' 
olde t oak tree ga\ e to a"" mdstorm 
and prawled out l1kc an 1mmense 
corp eonthe unlitforestnoor.A 
crushing fall broke the massive trunk 
in two pieces and separated the 
crown in an earth-bang1 ng final act. 
Ba eel on growth n ng c.,amples. 
10\\ a's oldest oak tree sprouted in 
1573. back when Gal i leo v. a\ a 9-
year-old and yet to complete his 
telescope or thermometer. 
Although the tree fell sometime 
la\t year. it death had more secret 
togl\etoday.John Pearson. D R' 
plantecologi t.John Holt.aU.S. 
Army Corp ofEngmcer..; manager at 
Red Rock Wild! i Fe Management Area, 
and I hiked amid a tOITCnt of 
mosq uitoe in search of Iowa's eldest 
oak. It wasn't an easy find. Tucked 
away on the backside of a steep. trail-
le\\ ridge. it took repeated 
backtracking to locate 1t. 
In the forest fight 
for supremacy, what 
we would find -
woods fi lied with 
otherwhiteoak ,the 
offspring offour-plu 
centune:') of acorn 
production from an 
old survivor? After 
all, imagine how 
extensive a family 
tree reaches from a 
s1ngle set of 
ance..,tor\ traced to 
1573. HO'v\ many 
offspring would this one tree leave 
behind? 
The white oak wi tne\sed 
undreamed of changes. Around 
I 600. Indians numbered one m1llion 
on the contment. already greatly 
reduced b) European d1sea\e~. 
Toda} Polk County alone 1\ hal fthat 
populat10n. The tree witne\scd a 
changing forest and the march of 
human knowledge-when it 
sprouted, most thought Earth the 
center of the olar y tern. Lands 
were di\COYered. colomes formed. 
nations born, kmgdoms ended and 
mtllion.., killed by disease and 
warfare. Empires had crumbled, 
regimes fallen. Natural resources 
had been extracted and 'lpecie\ 
de~troyed withfanaticic.,m. The last 
fev. decade of it life sa\-\ 
w 1despread attempts to re'ltore thoc.,e 
c.,ame re ource . 
But first we had to find It. 
"These are the worst mosquitoes 
I' ve ..;een since the Everglades ... 
mumble.., Holt. a 'v\e climb out of a 
wetDe..,Moine Ri, erbottomand 
bramble through undergrov. that Red 
Rod. Wildlife Management Area 
ncar I Iartford in northeast Warren 
County. "We must have hit the hatch 
ju t right. It' pretty a mating in a bad 
\Ort of -way." 
U ndergrO\-\ th snaps and pops 
underourh1king boots as '-'-'CJUmp 
over a small creek. slogging up the 
ridge I inc, stooping under branches. 
"Follow the ridge for a wh i lc," says 
Pear\on, ahead of us and windmg 
through. O\ erand under growth 
\-\ hilc batting at a mosquito cloud and 
rattl1 ng off plant names. 
Adapted to our hostile climate. 
Iowa oaks developed natural 
Insecticides and fire resistance. 
Strong wood and roots res1<-.t wind 
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bad 
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e, 
d 
throw. propelling thetr famed 
furniture \ alue. ··These long- It \ ed 
ones have the aoaptatton.., to feno off 
those kinds of strc..,..,e.., lor many 
year ,"says Pear':.on .... ~att i ng a 
mo quito. 'That's the result of 
thou andsofyearsofcvolution in th is 
spot, encountering the ':. tre\ses this 
environment has to offer." 
Walking dow n a .., Jope.cra\hing 
through undergro~ th. Pear..,on. ahead 
of us. \~ attmg at bug\. calls "Yep. 
there it 1 s' There .1re the ratlroad 
pike .... " The 00\\. ned tree t\ umque 
b) age a"> \\.e ll a.., by ft\C ':.ptke"> in the 
trunk. part of an old tree stand. "Oh 
my go h. It's uprootctl," he yells. The 
exposed root\ hang h1gh mthe air, 
like distrc\s \tgnal"> from \ailors 
standing on an exposed keel of an 
overturned ship. It looks wrong, 
proof of a violent cnoing. 
It fe ll hard. It cra-,hed over one 
small tree. but doe':.n ' t get hung in 
any others Ncar H. tree\ are absent 
as the oak oommated ... uch a large 
area, perhap.., 75 feet acros\. It left a 
\ ast hole mthc othcr\\.t">e shaded, 
lush canopy No\\. It lay 111 the bright 
unshine, angleo oown mto a gentle 
ravine. U ndcrgrowth made it a hard 
find. 
Pearson ·~ hand \Wi'>hes like a 
horsetail , keeping mosquitoes away. 
The tree, he says, was eye-catching 
when you first saw it standing, 
"Suddenly a big, spreading oak filled 
up this space before you and told you 
right away this tree was very 
different from the rest - a re lic of a 
. '' prev10usera. 
Several years ago in October 
was the la'it time he saw it, a much 
easier find, the forest unshrouded by 
lea\ es and undergrov .. th and 
mosqutto free Toda). \\.e dtmb onto 
the do~ ned trunk. ~alkmg lour teet 
above the ground . Bro~n lca\es 
from Ia t summer hang l11np and 
curled like roo">ling bat">. It wa<., aln·e 
VYhen it blew down. 
From our high perch on the 
massive tru nk, ~e ">U n ey the area for 
offspring: ntl at ftr">t glance. 'The tree.., 
that don' t <:.un 1\ e drop out of the gene 
pool and the <:.un 1\ or"> produce more 
progen). o thl "> I"> the end pomt of a 
long htstor) ··<:.a).., Petlr">on 
The cond1t10n<:. under\\. h1ch oab 
origmated no longer e\.l">t The old 
oaks gre\\. 111 an open \\.Oodland. or 
sa\ annah. Today .these cont11t1on.., arc 
note\ en a mcmor) for mo">t Iov. c.m\: a 
den<:.e understory of \hrubby growth 
chokes young oak\ 111 la\OI of ... hade-
tolerant tree\. rlrC- ">U pprc<.,~o,ion antJ 
lo of traditional gnucr<:. like elk ha\e 
allowed the wood\ todo':.e tn. 
Succession t<:. makmg Jt unpo~o,sible for 
oak reproductiOn. 'Therc">tmpl) 1sn't 
enough sunltght." he ado<:. 
A-, the older oaks d1c and are not 
replaced. the forest tran.., forrns from 
oaks to somethmg else -
maples. basswood, 
white ash and 
hackben·y. 
The 
death of 
Iowa's 
oldest oak 
tree is more 
than the death 
of an elder. "It 's a 
closing of one chapter ano an 
opening of a new one. An enoing of 
the oak forest chapter and the 
beginning of a new fore\t of a new 
ignificant 
E ents uring 
_.-=Life of Iowa's 
Oldest Oak 
1585 Roanok 
Enghs 
1600 lnd1an popu est1mated by 
some at 1 million, air y greatly 
declined by d1sease fr m Europeans 
s1nce 1492 
1607 English settle Jamestown 
1620 Pilgrims reach Plymouth, Mass. 
on Mayflower 
1630 Estimated colonial population 
5,700 
1634 French explorer, Jean Nicollet, 
first European to travel through the 
Great Lakes, possibly reaches the 
MISSISSippi River 
1656 Harvard accepts sun-centered 
universe only 23 years after 
Catholic InquiSition of Galilee 
repudiates it. 
1673 Frenchmen Louis Joliet and 
Jacques Marquette paddle Mississippi 
River near present day Marquette to 
Keokuk. A local chief gives h1s 10-
year-old son as a guide 
1675 4,000 New Englanders engaged 
in fish1ng w1th 600 sh1ps 
1680 Colomal population 155,600 
Scplembcr/O.:h>l><:r ~(1!15 • lnv. ,, ('on,cn ·""'"''' 2 7 
1690 Pierre LeSueur reports Indian 
lead mimng in the Dubuque area. 
1706 Closed deer season on Long 
Island Continuous hunting almost 
eliminates population 
1720 French expans in Mississippi 
R1ver VaUey 
17-W lnd~trial Age begin 
1788 Julien Dubu st ~~nent 
ler in Iowa 
188~ Louisiana Por~se (Joubles 
size ofU S 
1809 Fort Mad1son constructed; first 
U.S. Army outpost 1n Upper Miss1ss1pp1 
Valley 
1833 Black Hawk Purchase Treaty, 
legalized non-Indian settlement m the 
Iowa Territory beg1ns in earnest. 
1833 "I had never rode through a 
country so full of game " Joseph Street, 
surveyor, after traveling Turkey, 
Wapsipinicon and Cedar rivers in 
northeast Iowa. 
1837 John Deere mvents steel plow 
1840 Iowa has 28 m1ll1on acres of 
tallgrass pra1ne, wetlands and seven 
million acres of forest that cover nearly 
20 percent of the land. 
1846 Iowa becomes 291h state. Pop. 
96,088 By May, 16,000 Mormons 
cross MISSISSIPPI River into Iowa. 
Spend follow1ng wmter near Council 
Bluffs before beg1nning Mormon Tra1l 
to Utah. 
1850 U S. population 23,191 ,876. 
Iowa doubles to 192,914 E1ght house 
28 I >Yo a ( on\Cn auom ... t • Sc.:plcmbcr 0\.tober :!005 
species," says Pear~on. While the 
oldest tree died with a titanic explosive 
cra~h- entire oak fore~t~ d1e ilently 
and slowly with little nottce. 
We ee another oak, but it i not an 
off pring of the ancient white oak. It is a 
red oak, already overtopped by a honey 
locu t bristling with clusters of six-inch 
thorn . A selective cut of the locust 
could release the red oak to let it thrive. 
Pear on e timate the red oak would be 
20 years old if growing in full un. like a 
yard, but here in the suppres ed light its 
age may be half a century. 
From our high roo~t on the 
downed tree, Holt spies seedlings 
growing atop the ancient fallen oak. 
When they prouted. the) were 
growing at the base of the tree. nestled 
in a dirt-covered depre ion at the 
roots, but after the fa ll they are now 
four feet above ground. "A doomed 
tree growing on a dead tree," quip 
Holt. To look clo~er. we walk ingle 
file along the mas">i , .e gnarled trunk, 
over to the expo ed root~. climb dov. n 
and tromp through the growth. 
Two cottonwoods and an el m 
sprouted when the huge oak stood. 
When it fell, these seedlings were lifted 
off the fore tfloorand fell horizontal 
with the trunk. A proof. we find 
curved tern a they redtrected 
upward toward the light. 
Although dead, the colo al oak 
wi ll still play an important role. "It' 
on its way to becoming pat1 of the 
forest floor:· ays Pear~on . The 
twi ted. gnarled and knotted trunk 
\.viii be a long-la ting feature. 
decompo ing mer decades. lt will 
become a ub trate for mosse<;. 
I ichens, liverwort , mushrooms, 
insect and rrucroorganisms. "So it 
wi ll continue to erve the ecosystem, 
but in a different way.'' 
I ki II 12 mo qui toes wi th one 
swat to my thigh a we find a white 
oak seedling, probably an offspring of 
the ancient. It is tennis ball high. "It 
has grown and died back several 
times. And there probably isn' t 
enough light to let it grow to maturity. 
It will keep trying a few more year 
and then succumb." ays Pearson. 
No~ oak are a dommant species, 
a major feature of the forest 
community, but they are dwindling as 
the old oaks die, he continues. "We 
will be left wi th the occa ionallucky · 
tree germinating in a mall opening or 
on the edge of the new fore t, so it 
v. iII become a 'ery minor part of a 
new fores t." 
For thou ands of years, elk, 
bison and fire kept the forests open, 
preventing den se 
undergrowth. Indian 
al o han e~ted 
tree~. helping 
keep open 
forests. These 
factors allowed 
oak germination. 
Today's wood are 
"much shrubbier. much den er. 
much thicker than in prc-c.;eulement 
tunes," explai n Pear on. notmg that 
wood lands then were open, the fore t 
fl oor covered with herbaceous 
growth such a forest geraniums, 
boule-bru~h grass. edge\ and ferns. 
Fire also aided bum-proof oak at 
the ex pen e of other tree . Even an oak 
a fe~ inches in diameter can ~Uf\ i\e a 
burn. Decade of fire \upprcs~JOn ha\e 
hindered oak growth. 
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Fighting the 
summer heat and 
clouds of 
mosquitos, ON R 
plant ecologist 
John Pearson 
(foreground, right) 
and Army Corps of 
Engineers 
manager for Red 
Rock Reservoir 
John Holt measure 
the recently fallen 
431-year-old oak. 
Examining the ancient oak 
reveals a large burl or knot with 
whorled grain as fine as baby hair 
(page 26 and 31 ), a healed over 
old wound, possibly from a 
broken branch. 
sparrows mtroduced to America from 
England. 
1855 Iowa railroad construction 
decimates forests for ties, cars and 
trestles S1x acres of oak needed per 
mile of track. 
1857 Steamboat crews decimate 
forests to fuel boats Iowa State 
Agncultural Soc1ety pleas for more 
careful timber use 
1859 Naturalist Charles Darwin 
publishes book outlining evolution. 
1866-67 Last mountain lion in Iowa 
k1lled 
1869 Iowa ranks 9'' in lumber 
product1on Logs fioated from 
W1scons1n fuel sawm1ll boomtowns 
along Iowa's MISSISSIPPI R1ver towns. 
In Clinton, sawdust clogs the nver and 
creates new land. 
1870 Iowa population: 1 million . 
1871-72 Last elk killed in Iowa. 
Yellowstone National Park created, 
world's first 
1876 Last Iowa bear killed 
1885-86 Last Iowa wolf k1lled. Gas car 
built by German Gottle1b Da1mler 
1874-75 Arbor Day adopted in Iowa. 
Iowa's original 7 million forested acres 
reduced to 2 million. 
187 4-1900 Iowa largest coal 
producing state 
1887 Boone and Crockett Club formed 
by Teddy Roosevelt and other 
conservat1on1sts disturbed by 
dec1mated wildl1fe populations. 
1893-94 Rise of bicycling for 
transportation, recreation. Bike sales 
surge to over 1 million from 20,000 the 
prevtous year Last whooptng crane tn 
Iowa 
1896 Nobel Prize winntng Swedish 
physicist Svante Arrhenius warns of 
Global Warming. 
1900 US populatton 75,994,575 Iowa 
populatton 2 2 million Beavers, otters 
gone from Iowa Wetlands dratned. 
1902 It should be "a crtmtnal 
offence ... to allow any species of filth , 
from hog-lots, barnyards, privies, dead 
animals or anything of the sort to drain 
into or find extt tn the waters of any lake 
or stream," early Iowa conservatton1st, 
Thomas Macbrtde. 
1909 Henry Ford produces 19,051 
Model T cars (25 miles per gal lon). 
1910 Ninety-seven percent of prairies 
converted to cropland. Last Iowa lead 
mtne closes 
1914 Once so numerous they 
"blackened the sky." the last passeJl,ger 
pigeon dies in Cincinnati Zoo. 
1916 National Park Service 
established 
1920 Backbo ~ State Park, Iowa's first 
1930 Dutch elln disease enters U.S. 
1930s Decade long dust bowl 
1933 Civilian Conservation Corp 
(CCC) created By 1942, workers 
planted three-bi/11on trees, built lodges, 
bathhouses and shelters tn many Iowa 
parks 
1934 First federal duck stamp 
30 I 0\\4 (on ~r\ 1 '"• 1 • S p mX Oc obcr ~00~ 
Regaining the Oak Forest? 
Pearson, who hold ~ masters and 
doctoral degrees in botany and 
forestry. notes restonng oak forest i 
posc;tble with an integrated approach. 
He list cutting, thmn mg, burning and 
"perhaps some intell igentgra7ing" 
working together. With the loss of elk 
111 the mid-1800 , "all we are left with 
are the poor tool~ we ha' e available to 
U'>. ~uch as cattle. Bur proper I} 
de~tgned and executed. cattle could be 
u~ed 111 an ecologtcal way to replicate, 
mimic ~orne of the effects of elk.'' 
With a cautious tone he clarifie , 
"I am definitely not advocating the 
t) pi cal woodlot mismanagement we 
"a'' on a lot of farm'> v. here the 
cattle v. ere left permanent!). but 
intelligent scheduling of ltmited 
graling. '' In year~ past. cattle were 
hard on new trees and 
understory species, but 
the establi hed trees 
benefi ted by increa<,cd 
ltght. When graltng. 
fire and cutting 
stopped, nothing 
prevented the closing 
of the fore t canopy. 
The complexities of 
ecosystem management are 
poorl) recogniLed b) man) 
cititens. "When )OU bu) a car. it 
come with an owner's manual and a 
blueprint of how everything is put 
together. With these natural specie 
and ecosy tern , they don't come 
v. tth owner's manuals. and we spend 
our time figuring our hO\\. the) are 
put together and hO'v\ the} tick ... 
adds Pear on. 
Scientists agree ac tion is needed 
to restore oak forests. but in reality, 
there arc too few worker~ to execute 
the tasks. Managing forests using fire 
and gra7ing is a relatively new idea. 
he adds. 
Takmg another look at the old 
oak. we fi nd a waist-sized burl or 
knot wi th whorled grain that looks 
The great 
whtte oak 
left a few 
offspring, but 
their fate is 
in question. 
like fine baby hair; it healed 0\ er an 
old wound from a broken branch. At 
one time. perhaps centuries ago. it 
branches could knock a hiker in the 
head 6 feet off the ground. "In order 
to have branche thm lov •. that btg. 
there had to be a lot of open 
c.,unlight,'' sa}S Pear on. ht'> left 
shou lder blade covered b) 23 
mosquitoes. 
In recent times. this forcc.,t saw 
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cows grazing. Large, mature honey 
l ocust~ are abundant. ·'This was a 
pa ture. the locu ts are i nd icatt vc of 
bigger. "There is no contest." 
Old trees arc valuable because 
the) tell hm\ old the specie\ can 
become. ··r suppose if the storm 
hadn' t come along, it v.. ould ha"e 
li "ed longer 
it. ov. mature. 
the) started in a 
pa ture and 
matured 
when 
pa\tu r in g 
~ t o pp e d ." 
"The creation of a even ye t. J would th ink 
ay'i Pear~on . 
thousand forests is in 
one acorn." 
the number 
of (oak) 
trees gc tt1ng 
past 450 Oe\pite the impressl'> e 
age of the old oak, it' s absent from 
the DNR's great tree li \ t which 
gauges size. "There arc bigger 
white oaks," adds Pearson. The 
tallest oak i a 10~- foot sv.. amp 
v. htte oak in Cedar Falh An 80-
toot v.hite oak 1 m Pleasant Hill. 
The champion tree hc;t favors tree~ 
grown in yard~ with full sunlight. 
"Those trees get bigger than these 
natural trees growing w1th 
competitors in a shady 
emtronment." At times, thtnktng the 
old tree\ m1ght break stzc records, he 
checked, but a yard tree 1s always 
Ralph Waldo Emerson 
year.., would be very mall , going on 
what these trees tell us. But there 
are a bunch of white oaks in the 
200-300 year-old category sttll 
doing quite v..e ll." 
Pearson· s sorrov. to hear the 
dem1sc of tht\ oak ts also practtcal " It 
confinncd what I knew had to happen. 
It does signtfy the closing of an oak 
forest chapter. It's not just this one 
tree, but it symboliLe what' going on 
with the whole forest in general." 
It wa\ thc oldest oak, but Iov.. a's 
oldest tree title rests in Backbone 
State Park w1th a 600-year-old 
eastern red cedar. The newly 
crowned oldest oak resides in White 
Pine Hollow in Dubuque County. lt is 
7 year~ younger than this one. 
In the end . the wind blew It down 
-a development, a parking lot or 
otherencroachmemdidn ' t. 
"That· s the one nice th ing about 
publ ic property. Even if it changes 
from one kind of forest to another, at 
lea tit' s still a forest. Even if we 
don· t do anythi ng else to it. we· '>e 
done that much of our job by kecpi ng 
it pub I ic space," says Pearson. 
Brian But/on is an information 
specialist with the depart111ent in 
Des Moines. 
1970 First Earth Day and widespread 
concern over environmental pollution. 
Clean Air Act enacted. 
197 4 Iowa forests cover JUst 1.6 
million acres from the ongmal 7 
million. 
1976 Dutch elm disease reduces 77 
mill1on elms to 34 million. 
1977 Clean Water Act passes 
1979 Iowa's Bottle Bill beg1ns-fosters 
92 percent recycling rate, enough 
cans to fi ll the UNI Dome 1n Cedar 
Falls. 
1987 Iowa's Groundwater Protection 
Act 
1990 Neal Smith Wildlife Area 
established to restore 8,600 acres of 
praine, oak savanna, b1son and elk 
near Prairie City. 
1993 City of Waverly Installs wmd 
turbine, first municipal ut1llty to own 
and operate in Midwest. 
1999 Honda lns1ght, two-seat hybrid 
electric vehicle, enters U.S. market 
(70 mpg) 
2005 
More than 400 wind turbines 1n Iowa 
produce enough power for 130,000 
homes and avoid 1.3 million tons of 
carbon d1ox1de emissions. 
Forests cover 2.1 million acres 
Iowa population 2 9 million. US 
Population 296,197,617 Nearly 
400,000 res1de in Polk County, 1tself 
nearly half of the ent1re estimated 
native population in 1573. 
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ou might slog through a muddy riverbank to reach a bridge piling. Maybe 
you' 11 bike through a park to reach a hollow tree. It could be a walk across the 
parking lot or hiking a mountain trail. Whatever the route, geocaching gets you 
outdoors and curious. And it' s catching on. 
A sport? A hobby? A game? It's hard to pin down just what geocaching is. This 
combination of satellite technology and old-fashioned shoe leather boasts devoted enter 
disciples and casual cachers; hundreds in Iowa, thousands across the country and who route 
knows how many worldwide. 
In simple terms, geocaching is a treasure hunt. A container is hidden- typically 
on public land. The game is to find it. From that point, you make it as simple or as 
challenging as you desire. 
"I have a friend who took two weeks to drive to Florida because he was 'caching' 
all the way down," laughs Jerry Keys. 
Keys, environmental education coordinator for the Story County Conservation 
Board, stumbled into geocaching about four years ago when he found an ammunition 
box in a hollow tree at McFarland Park near Ames. Since then, he has recorded 72 
finds from Iowa to New York to Texas. 
"It's a great pastime, especially when you're traveling, 
visiting people in other states," offers Keys. __. -,.. ....... 
....... 
' 'I'm an avid hunter, so I have lots of / 
' excuses to get outdoors during fall / 
and winter. Inthesummer, / 
/ 
....... ,.. 
---I 
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CATCIIING 
ON IN IOWA 
By Joe Wilkinson 
Photos by Clay Smith 
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:be though, if s a good excuse to get out again. It'~ a chance to explore natural 
;! areas you otherwise wouldn't." 
m Critical to the hunt is a global positioning system (GPS) unit and acce~~ to 
web sites that list cache coordinate~. From the web site, you \elect a hunt 
s depending on locale. terrain, degree of difficulty and other factor~. For instance, 
enter your ZIP code and local caches appear. Going on vacation'? Punch in your 
who route and you will have a variety of selections. 
. . 
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Tracy Fahrion and her husband, Dan. of Des Moineo;.;. worked in ..,ome 
geocaching on their honeymoon this summer. 
"V.le went to Colorado and wanted to break up the long Interstate drive," 
explains Fahrion. "\\'hen we felt like ~topping for awhile, we would pick up 
some coordinates and try to find a cache. There are a ton of them along the 
Interstate- rest stops. that sort of thing." 
Once on-line, cachers hit the web site's pocket query to ~et out those 
distance and degree-of-difficulty limits. Cache coordinates. or waypoints. are 
listed as latitude and longitude readings. Download them into yourGPS unit and 
the search is on. Depending on your choices, you might drive, bike. hike, climb 
or canoe to the cache ... or do all of them. Some are overnight treks. 
"It gets us outside together," notes Fahrion. "I shoot trap and '->keet. My 
husband hikes and bikes. This ts an outdoor activity we both enjoy." 
One of the attractions is that geocachers can set their own "season." 
"I go in spurts,'' explains Iowa Geocachers Organization ( IGO) president Jay 
Lash of Vinton. "Almost nothing in the summer, with the underbrush and 
mosquitos. Fall and winter are good for me, though." 
Lash has about 240 finds. His most memorable'? "Estes Park. I had an 
offer from a cacher out there to take me into the back country. We got off / 
the blacktop, drove 45 minutes on switchbacks and then hiked / 
about a quarter-mile of the 
toughest hiking I've ever 
done. But the view from 
the top? I would have 
walked the entire 
I 
I 
mountain to see that!" I 
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-Even with the cache coordinates, don't 
expect to walk right up to it. Your GPS gets you there, but the cache is not 
designed to stand out. 
"Nine times out of 10, you can walk to within 50 feet ... even three feet of 
it," says Fahrion. "We were looking for a micro cache once. We looked all over 
a playground, but couldn't find it unti I we started looking under stuff. There it 
was-an eraser-sized container and a magnet holding it to the bottom of some 
playground equipment.'' 
For many caches, the key is to hide it in plain sight. "Once, we had tracked it 
into a woodlot but could not find it. We spent a half hour looking," recalls Keys. 
''Finally, my 12-year-oldniece asked, 'how long has that owl been sitting on that 
branch?' It was ingenious. They had wired a plastic owl to a tree branch.'' 
-
--
Another time, an electrical wiring conduitjustdidn 't look right, as it led 
out from a road sign. Keys' suspicion paid off when he found the 
....... 
microcache inside the out -of-place pipe. 
' \ 
' I 
t 
Caches come in all sizes. A favorite is an 
ammunition or dry storage box- the 
kind stocked at most outdoor 
stores. Caches are tucked in. 
above, behind or over hollow 
trees, logs, rocks, overhangs. 
buildingsandolher I 
/ 
I 
\ features of the / 
....... / 
....... - ----
terrain. 
Inside, a 
logbook is 
standard issue, 
allowing 
successful 
cachers to list 
when they found it 
and any other notes. 
Some have room for 
jokes or observations about the search 
or the surrounding scenery. Most 
caches offer trinkets- key chains. 
plastic toys, erasers, puzzles, coins-
anything lending itself to the 
"treasure·· aspect of the hunt. And 
caching etiquette dictates anyone 
taking a trinket replaces it with one 
of their own. 
Part of the challenge is placing a 
cache or finding one without alerting 
"muggles"- people not aware of the 
caching community. 
"We had tracked one all the way 
to the Botanical Center (in downtown 
Des Moines) but we had to wait a 
half hour for all the people to wander 
away," remembers Fahrion. 
"Sometimes you have to be stealthy-
wait it out.'' 
Cacher chivalry dictates that the 
cache and 
-----
-
---
. ., 
Geocaching requires downloading coordinates from 
a web site to a GPS unit {opposite page) and using 
the hand-held global positioning system to locate a 
cache. It is a high-tech treasure hunt even the 
biggest kid can't resist. 
- - ---
location not be altered. Someone 
unfamiliar with the pastime might move 
it or even leave with it. 
But what is the attraction'? For 
most cachers. it is the thrill of the 
hunt. the satisfaction of 
solving a mystery. The 
more serious cachers \\ant 
that I·TF.or"first-to-tind" 
status on u new ~ite. 
Though Fahrion has fun with 
it, she laughs when asked if 
she is "hard-core." 
''Not really." she smile'\. 
"Some people spend all hours 
checking the web site for new 
... 
caches. We ju">t go in our spare 
. ., 
tunc. 
\ 
\ 
' 
\ 
As the on-line-outdoor phenomenon takes root. the 
opportunities grow. too. Letterboxes (clues arc used 
ratherthan satellite coordinates), travel bugs (trinkets are 
relayed to predetermined destinations) and virtual caches 
(a location or landmark) are catching on. too. This 
summer. geocachers nationwide converged for 
Geowoodstock IlL in Florida. Plans are in the works for 
'IV' in Texas in 2006. Weekend outings arc held in 
state and county parks; with special caches set for the 
event and field trips offered to pre-existing sites. 
Competition levels peak. New friends are made. 
And who are they? "Many of the geocachers we 
deal with are college age people. Others arc young 
families- maybe with a child or two who come our to 
spend some family-time together." assesses Jerry 
Reisinger. Department ofNatural Resources parks 
supervisor for northeast Iowa. 'Those are demographics 
we want to attract." 
Whether they see themselves as outdoor fans who go 
on-line, or computer techies who step outside, geocachers 
combine two worlds. 
"Kids have grown away from the environment with 
computers and video games- watching nature shows on 
TV," assesses Keys. "This is the merger of the technical 
with nature. Using GPS and satellites to go outdoors? How 
cool is that?" 
Just as often, the lure of the trinkets or of the challenge 
of finding a new place is too much for most overgrown kids 
to pass up. 
"We have found so many parks while geocaching that 
we never knew existed," admits Fahrion. "It's a treasure 
hunt! What kid doesn't like a treasure hunt?" 
Joe Wilkinson is an information specialist 
for the department in Iowa City. 
Dan and Tracy Fahrion with a typical 
cache. Like this one, a cache may 
include a log book, pencil and a variety of 
trinkets (opposite page). 
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Mention geocaching and you sti 11 draw a blank 
tare from most people. However, it is catching on. Its 
history is rather short. Originally designed by the U.S. 
military to improve security, global positioning systems 
had ·'gone global" by2000, with applications in 
navigation, telecommunication and otherindusrrie . 
Background information from www.geocaching.com 
traces it to a May 1, 2000 executive order from the 
Clinton Administration, which removed commercial 
ignal degradation (called Select Availability) from 
GPS. This allowed private entitie to u e technology to 
pinpoint locations much more accurately. 
The site says the first geocache was planted 
outside Portland, Oregon by Dave Ulmer and posted 
on-line two days later. Within three days. it had been 
visited twice, the first by Mike Teague. Teague built a 
36 Jo\\'J Con,ervaunni'l • ~u:ptc:mber/Oclober 1005 
per onal web site to document the containers. A few 
weeks later, Jeremy Irish visited the site, found the cache, 
and approached Teague with ideas for a new web site, 
maps and a way to maintain cache site . Though there had 
been orne '·hunting" u ing satellite coordinates in Finland 
since the 1980s, geocaching in the U.S. was born. Late this 
summer, one web site claimed that nearly 193,000 caches 
were active in 217 countries. Another tallied 750 Iowa 
caches. 
'The Iowa Geocachers Organi zation (I GO) has taken 
the lead as Iowa's voice for geocachers," says President 
Jay Lash or Vinton says it helpscentraliLe information; tips 
about caching, new hunts, weekend get togethers. The 
group also works with the DNR and local recreation and 
conservation agencies as they set up guidelines for use of 
public area . 
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GEOCACHING Jl<O>ll: 
GE"Jf'TING STARTlED 
Iowa· s state parks and recreation areas host more 
than 12 million visitor') a year. With the surge in 
geocaching. the crowd is growing. 
"I first heard about it at a parks conference in 
Indiana three or four years ago. It was already in full 
swing across the nation," recalls Jerry Reisinger, DNR 
parks supervisor for northeast lowa. "I came back. 
pulled up a couple web sites and checked. There were 
already caches in our state parks. (We) didn't know 
anything about them.'' 
Hoping to stay ahead of the curve, Reisinger and 
several state and county park officials reviewed the 
need for regulating geocaching. 
"Geocaching brings in more people to our parks that 
might never be there otherwise. It's a good, fun park 
activity. We have had nothing but positive reaction,'' 
offers Reisinger. "At the same time, we want to make 
sure the activity meshed with park management." 
Reisinger points out that some parks or state 
preserves have sensitive areas- perhaps a slope with 
threatened or endangered plant species that could be 
harmed by too much foot traffic. Others with 
archeological or cui turallandmarks best observed and 
not climbed on. Some park areas, such as bluffs. ledges 
and other terrain features, can be unsafe under the 
wrong circumstances. And periodic management tools, 
such as controlled bums, would ruin a cache. 
The result is a geocaching policy that is followed now by 
state park officials. Various city and county parks 
departments have similar guidelines. 
"I would say almost all our state parks have a geocache 
somewhere," says Reisinger. "We simply ask that someone 
come to us with the coordinates and other details. We 
review the location, make sure the cache meets our criteria 
and we keep track of it. Our staff goes on-line periodically, 
to make sure it is still active. If we find one that is unknown 
or illegal, we can get that listing removed until it is 
reviewed." 
The park policy is under review by other DNR bureaus. 
which oversee state forests, wildlife areas and fishing areas. 
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Pick Plate. 
Help Iowa's natural resources. 
~ 
• Natural 
.... 
• 
• 
Natural 
~~ 
• 
IowA 
COUNTY 
IOWA 
COUNTY 
COUNTY 
• Resources 
• 
• Resources 
• 
• Resources 
• 
Take your existing plates and 
vehicle registration to your county 
treasurer's office and tell them vou 
want to buy one or more of the 
three natural resources plates 
' 
Mter you pay the $45 fee, you will 
be issued your new plates, and 
v.rhen your plate renewal 
anniversary arrives, the $25 
renewal fcc will be included in 
your annual registration bill. 
For a personalized plate ($80, 5-
character limit), obtain an 
application from your county 
treasurer's office, or visit 
W\\7\v.GctYourTags.com . 
You can also buy plate gift 
certificates at your county 
treasurer's office . 
If you already have the goldfinch 
plate and want ot switch to one of 
the new plates, take }OUr current 
plates, registration and $5 to your 
county treasurer. 
~0\\' 
mur 
the \ 
you 
Now, more than ever, your 
purchase and renewal of Iowa's 
most beautiful license plates shows 
your commiunent to natural 
resources. Beginning in 2005, the 
price of these license plates and 
renewal fees have increased to help 
the Wildlife Diversity Program, and 
continuetosupportREAP. 
·---- ------
I 
I 
I 
I 
·------ -------- ----
V\lhere the money goes 
$35 of the plate cost and $ 10 of the 
renewal go to the Resource 
Enhancement and Protection 
(REAP) program. Much of the 
financial support for REAP comes 
from gaming revenue~. but an 
important part is from the natural 
re ources plate. 
$10 from the purchase price and 
$15 from the renewal are dedicated 
to the conservation of Iowa's 550 
specie of nongame wildlife (those 
creatures not con idered sport fi h 
or game). Your licen e plate money 
is actually doubled becau e it i 
matched with a federal grant to 
protect and manage animal of 
concern or erious decline. 
For more information on Wildlife Diversity: 
Iowa DNR Wildlife Diversity Progrt11n 
1436 255th St. 
Boone, lA 50036 
515.432.2823, ext 102 
Email: DougHarr@dnr. tatc.ia.us 
For more information on REAP: 
WW\V.1owa.reap.con1 
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Marke!J!lace 
\\ ~ hunt Pho:.l\.lllh. Quat I .md Chul..ar 
Pannd)!o: 
\\ e al\11 ha' c SporUn)! Cia\' 
Come Hunt with us! 
ARROWHEAD HUNTING CLUB 
3529 170Tu ST. • G oose Lake, IA 
563·577·2267 
NORTHEAST IOWA 
WHITETAILS 
BANQUET IS NOV. 5 
COME SEE WHAT WE ARE ABOUT' 
WAUKON RECEPTION AND 
BANQUET CENTER' 
FOR MORE IN FORMATION 
563-544-44 71 
A Good Old-Fashioned Hunt! 
1/2 or Full Day 
e~sant Haven 0 , 1,. ~" , .. o,.lh 
/ow. 
Marv & Mary Stupka ~ 
1485A 11 Oth Street - Kanawha 
(641) 762-3432 or 
Toll Free 1 -888-846-4868 
Visit our website: www.ugohunt.com 
Moulton Locker 
112 S. Main St. 
Moulton, lA 52572 
641-642-3422 
/ Best Deer Summer 
~~-\ Sausage and Jerky ) ~ n Anywhere! 
,\'I 
~ePU-~~ 
Field tri.tl & Gun d1"1( Trdininlo: 
Custom Butchering 
Hnck H,-jbk 
H<11 35~ 
ll<'Ckwdl, I i\ ~1)4a•) 
641- K~2-42~K 
Visit www.iowadnr.com 
for 2005 fishing news! 
IOWA OUTBACK GETAWAYS 
16483 113th Ave. • Plano, Iowa 
Join us lor a day a weekend or a 
week tn the wtlderness' Any of our 
log cabtns wtll make a wonderful get-a-way lor 
you or your famtly Each log cabtn comes fully 
equtpped wtth kttchen. bath & 3 queen beds 
New beach area hshtng dock. horse-shoes 
Basketball court and paddle boats 
O pen \ car R o und 
712-446-2503 
\\\\\\.ion aoutback.com 
Rathbun Lake- ~outhern Jo,.a'' Be.,t 
46 hm 1 ( (lll~~ • flms.t • S~.;ptcmbcr <ktobcr ~005 
~ ll'dlr:t/~(J~ 
Carr II vcle Center 
Hwv. 30 East, Carroii•1-B00-792-1610 
Io1va Drop T ine Outfitters 
2553 280th Street · Guthrie Center, lA 
We Hunt Deer, Turkey, Coyote, Pheasant 
641-524-4399 
email: jacque@netins.net 
www.droptincot tfittc•-..con 
CHIMNEY ROCK CANOE RENTAL 
& CAMPGROUND 
3312 Chimney Rock Road •Cresco, lA 52136 
877-787-2267 
Canoe & Kayak rentals and livery serv1ce 
Campmg Cabms available to anglers and lwnters 
Experience the Fantastic Fall Colors' • 1vww CIJimneyrocks com 
Products 
• Pyrodcx 
• Triple Seven r" 
HODGDON ' • Smokless Powder 
THE BRAND THAT S TRUE 
www.hodgdon.com 
DARYL's GuN SHOP 
State Center 
641-483-2656 
HJWl-v.dary lsguns.com 
JAcoBsoN's GuN CENTER 
\ Story City 515-733-2995 
We have the things you need and the stuff you want! 
p 
I& 
I 
• • re3 
I 
Marke lace 
K·BAR·C Hunting Preserve 
Pheasants • Chukars • Quail 
Box 168 • Oa\tS City • IO\\ a • 50065 • 641 -442-223 1 
'"'' \\.huntmgk-bar-c.com 
Engli h pringer paniels 
• 30 } em e\penence of prO\ en httel\ 
• Mother and father on \tie 
• Great 11 ith farntl) & phea,anl\ 
• Field tnalline' 
• Pedigree 11 guarantee a1ailable •f 
• I read} 10 hunt f 
Ml-228-4-107 orMI-228-2663 ~~' l . 
IOOC\IOOd Hill ~ 
0 
r 
Brute Force.,.,. 750 4x4i A TV 
Des Moines 
Struthers Brothers Kawasaki 
5191 NW 2nd Ave. 
888-816-FAST 
Fort Dodge 
Racmg Unlimited Kawasaki 
www.racmgunhm1ted com • 515-955-6000 
LINDY'S GUNS 
81 7 11th Street • Boone • Iowa 
515-432-2219 
BUY • SELL • TRADE GUNS 
Blue Chip Kennels 
Enghsh Cocker Spamels • French Brtttany 
• Insh Red & Whtte Serters 
Tipton 
Strackbetn's Kawasaki 
302 West South Street 
800-4 55-041 7 
Winterset 
Country Cycle 
800-890-1570 
641-456-2910 
Pups ayatfable for field & farm f.• 
A force to be 
reckoned with. 
The Kawasaki Brute Force ™ 
750 4x41 ATV sports the biggest, 
most powerful V-tw1n engine in 
its class w ith plenty of go for 
every situation. It 's definitely 
your vehiCle of choice for forcing 
the ISSUe 
• Powerful V-twin engine 
• Electrically Selectable 
2 WD/4WD 
• Variable Front Differential 
Control 
• Fully Independent Rear 
Suspension 
KAWASAI<J CIIRtS Kawas.1ki fiiVs with ctl!JIIlOS ol 
90cc arxl abo110 a10 roconuncndorllor uso only hyper 
sons 16 yuars of aqo or older WJrumq ANs pn he 
trmudous to q!Cotc for your sal1;tv, AI\Y<Jvs wear a 
helmet. ,flo orotOI!!O!! .ll'ld Plot()( 1!!\1 r.!Qthenq Newr 
rnm a oossem• 1 Nws•r ode un!11•t the lt!IIW!ll e o! 
drugs or alcohol. NC' ll[ srdo on pull lie roods or ra'Xl 
ment AvOid exec!>'~ !!l r-HJOO! and SI!Jflt dr'YIIl<J Be 
e'!lra careful on d1U!cutt !Prr3!n Kal'rasakl also recom 
merds that all AIV nder~ tdkO a tra1nrng course 1 or 
more ue!ormahon, ;oo \'()Ur <II .!lt."f or .all thoAIV S<Jit:ty 
Institute at 1 tllJO &ll .'uli7 l'OOS K31vasakl 
Motor~ Corp U SA PABF7506 
Kavvasaki 
Let the good times roll. 


This past April, 
four Iowa businesses and 
organizations were 
recognized for their 
comprehensive environmental 
programs. 
Following is the second in 
a series featuring the four 
Governor's Environmental 
Excellence Award winners. 
As a leader in the development of 
renewable energy sources aero s the 
-.tate of Iowa, Cedar Fall Utilities 
continue~ to research new wa) s of 
111creas• ng It'> rene'' able energy 
portfolio to reduce the em ironmental 
Impact of generating power in Cedar 
rail -.. Part of the utilit) 's proacti\e 
approach ha-. been studying the 
e iTic1enc) of nc, facility and finding 
em Iron mentally friendly fuel 
alternatives. 
"We have been re earching 
variou~ alternati ve ources to increase 
our u~e of renewable energy," said Jim 
Krieg, general manager of Cedar Falls 
Utilitie~. "From wind power to 
w. 1tchgrass, we are committed to 
1mpn.)\ ing ourem ironment and 
pro' 1d111g these resource to our 
CU'>lOmCr'> " 
Cedar Falls Utihtie~ wa a leader 
in the de' clopment of the Iowa 
5{) Jo .. • ( on..cr\~l.ont<~ • S<pt<mbcr October 200~ 
D1~tributed Wind Generation Project 
(lOWGP) in Hancock. County, in 
con juncuon" nh s1 x other municipal 
utilities from Algona. Ell worth. 
Esthef\ i lie. 
Fonda. 
Monte1uma 
and Westfield. 
ThiS 
consortium of 
municipal 
uti l itie~ was the 
first of its kind 
in Iowa and 
built a wind-
generating 
faciiit) 1n 1998. 
The project 
cons• L< .. of 
three 750-
k.IIo" au ,,,.nd 
rurbines, for a 
site capacity of 
2.250 kilowatts 
hours: Cedar 
Fal ls' ~h are is 
about 67 percent. 
Curren tl y, the utility 's renewable 
energy source account for 6 percent 
of the total electric demand in Cedar 
Falls. The board of trustees has set a 
goal to raise that figure up to 10 
percent b) 20 I 0. 
Another '>ourcc of rene\\ able 
cnerg) that Cedar Fall Utilitie ha 
conc;1dered 1<, btoma<;s fuel. The utilit) 
The uuh 
reported 
reductio! 
reduced 1 
.05 tons 
~lectric ~ 
50 perce 
The 
has run test burn-. of the fuel. ~a\e bee 
pecificall) corn pellet-.. in a generating •aih 'a~ 
turbine at its pO\\Cr plant. . aland 
In add1t1on to testing biomas fuel, ' nd em 
the plant has scheduled upgrades to 
improve its ciTiciency and impact on 
the environment. The utility will install 
a cloth bag house to reduce parttculate 
matter emis'>Ion c; at one of its 
generati ng un1ts . 
Cedar Falls UtlllliC.., I'> a chaner 
member of the Nat10nal V oluntar) 
Greenhouse Ga-. Rcportmg mo' ement. 
''h1ch \\U'> formed 111 the early 1990 . 
mamtaini 
Krieo "f. 
c· " 
energ} el 
Plan for< 
and Prote 
ld1Je tim 
Ceda 
11i!Jor c01 
biht} to 
'lbrough 
The utility ha" annual I] tracked and 
reponed carbon dsoxsde em1ssions and 
reductions. Since 1990. the utdity has 
reduced carbon dioxsde emissions by 
.05 tone; per megawatt-hour, while 
electric generation ha\ mcrea.,ed nearly 
50 percent dunng the same time period. 
The utility'" economsc results 
ha\e been equally smprec.,c;s\ e. Cedar 
raung Falls c;aved more than I 0.000 tons of 
coal and more than )39 1.000 b) using 
fuel. \\ md energy sn 2001 Even though the 
to 
l on 
install 
:ulate 
ulllst) ha 
mcreac;ed its 
smestment 
in '\.\ ind 
energy. it 
mamtains 
the lowest 
residential 
electric 
rates when 
compared to 
20 other peer 
communities 
m lo\\a. 
"We 
ha\e been 
a leader 
m Iowa 
with our 
environmental 
initiatives, 
while sti ll 
maintaining competi tive rates," said 
Krieg. "Our renewable energy and 
energy efficiency programs help us 
plan for our future energy needs 
and protect the environment at the 
same time." 
Cedar Falls rec;idents have been 
major contributors in the utility's 
ability to purchase wind energy. 
Through the Harvec;t the Wind 
program. ressdents <.an '>llpport the 
utility·" usc ol rene\\ ,tble enes g) 111 
blocks ol I 00 kWh I os t~bout ~2 50 
per month. In "001. Cedar ralls 
Utilniec; '\.\a., recogn11ed by the low a 
Association of Mun1cspal Utilities for 
having the highec.,t number of 
customerc., of any municipal ulllity in 
Iowa who part1c1pate 111 a renewable 
energy program. 
Another program Cedar Faile., 
Utllitsec; c;tarted to help millgatc 
carbon dioxide cmsc.,c.,son "Cedar 
Falls TREES Cedar Faile; TREES 
is a non-profit organ11allon 
established to promote em 1ronmental 
awarenesc;, energy con'-.Cf\ a ll on and 
community involvement through 
education. tree planting and care 
programs within the city. Since 1993, 
more than 2,800 trees have been 
planted in Cedar Falls with assistance 
from Cedar Falls TREES. 
"Our commitment to renewable 
energy and other programs only 
enhances the quality of life in Cedar 
Falls," said Krieg. "By reducing 
emissions. we all get to li\e in a 
cleaner environment." 
. ....... 
• • 
Jill Cornell is an information 
specialist with the depart111ent in 
Des Moines. 
Cedar Falls Utilities conducts a 
biomass test burn (left). A JOint 
partnership created the Hancock 
County Wind Farm (top) to help 
the utility work toward its goal of 
reducing 1ts reliance on coal for 
electricity (bottom). 
In fact, you are safer in the woods with a loaded firearm and other 
hunters, than you are driving to or from your huntmg destination! 
The International Hunter Educat1on Association is involved , 
not only with the prevention of huntmg injuries, but 1s also 
responsible for educating today's hunters on the basics of 
hunting responsibilities , ethics, landowner relations and more 
The IHEA also serves as a clearing house of Information and 1deas 
concerning w1ldllfe conservation. 
The IHEA has over 70,000 volunteer instructors and 69 
member agenc1es worldwide Please visit our website and 
see what you can learn and how you can make a difference 
• Source Nat onal Safety ounol, 1994 
INTERNATIONAL HUNTER EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
e unting 
www.ihea.com 
unteer s teach joy of (safe) hunting 
by Michael Dhar 
Before he was a hunter, Cliff 
Rooney was a dog. 
The retired Des Moines 
~chool teacher learned to hunt 
from hi \ father, who taught the 
boy slo\\ ly and safely. At age 
se\ en, Rooney acted a "dog 
numbertwo" on hunting trip . He 
<,cared up game m the bru h, but 
dtd not carl) a gun. Later, 
Rooney· s father let him carry an 
empty n lle, then fi re one hot at 
cans and finall y shoot at live 
game. 
These days, the former 
"hunting dog" serves as a 
volunteer instructor with the 
DNR' s hunter education program. 
He helps teach hundreds of kids 
and adults about safe hunting 
every year, drawing on those early 
expenences with his father. 
" I love watching the kid have 
succe\s, watchmg them laugh and 
get excited," Rooney aid. "It' s a 
real thnll forme." 
Every year, roughly 1,800 
volunteer instructors erve with 
the hunter education program. 
State law mandates anyone born 
after 1967 must pass the course 
before purchasing a hunting 
license. Volunteers make it 
possible to graduate from 12,000 
to 15.000 students every year. 
"These volunteer serve 
because they love the outdoors 
and because they want to share 
their knowledge," said DNR 
recreation safety program 
supervi\Or Rod Slings. 
'They' re dcd tea ted to hunting 
and \\Orkmg to contmue the 
hentage of huntmg tn Iowa." he 
said. "And they get the 
satisfaction of teachmg someone 
to be safe." 
Most hunter educatiOn 
students arc between the ages of 
l2and 15, thoughmanyadults 
take the course as well, Slings 
said. Bill Radnish, who first 
taught hunter safety classes to 
Boy Scouts in the 1950s, has 
helped students of all ages. 
'T ve had fathers sit in on 
classes before they pick up their 
kid," he said. "And ~hey thank 
me afterwards because they've 
forgotten a lot of things. Hunter 
safety ic.; impottant to everyone." 
In many of the courses, 
different mstructors teach 
different units. By tradmgoff 
teachers, the program keeps 
in truction fresh and interesting, 
Radnish said. 
Rooney, though he doe\n ' t 
deputize his students as hunting 
dogs, still employ<, unique methods 
for keepmg the audtencc engaged. 
The energeuc I ormer htgh school 
teacher gestures broad I y \\hen he 
speaks and frequent!} sltpsjokes 
into his lecture\. 
"If you see a track and you 
don' tknow if it's a rabbit or a 
q u irrel, here· s how you tell ." 
Rooney told one class. " I f the 
trail goes up to a tree and it 
disappear~. it was a ~quirrcl. " 
Rooney usually help~ with four 
to five classes a year, dropping in 
to teach units on wildlife 
identifica tion and game care. Most 
courses meet two evemngs and a 
Saturday. for a total of I 0 to 14. 
hour covering ' arious toptc . 
Thecourse' primar) focu\ 
always goes bad. to safety. 
however, said Radnish. who 
volunteers as an instructor20 to 
25 times a year across Polk 
County. 
"If we can get these kids, and 
a lot of adul ts. to do the right thing. 
it's better for all of u~." he said. 
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esting on ridge 
towering over the 
hores of Lake 
Rathbun, the view from Honey 
Creek State Park rival that from 
some of our nation 's most 
beautifulnatural site . 
Add in the seeminglyendless 
acres of forest , lakes, rivers and 
savannahs,andthereisan 
abundance of outdoor recreation 
opportunitie both inside and 
outside the park throughout all 
seasons. 
Whilewinter nows mayslow 
ac ti\itie at omepark ,allitdoes 
at Hone) Creek i. change the 
modeoftran portation. Main 
54 lt)\\.J l on'CnOJUon· t • St:ph:mhcr10ctober ~00-" 
By Mike Godby 
roads arc bladed in the winter. 
allowing campers full acce to 
the only) ear-round campground at 
Lake Rathbun. There i a heated 
shower house, which also erve 
as a source of drinking water 
during the wimer. 
The campground is used as a 
base for the many acti vi tie 
throughout the winter. A winter 
evening can be spent at one of the 
park's ponds ice kating, followed 
by a fire in a grill at a picnic area 
best de the pond. 
A It hough the snov. mobile trail 
..... 
only runs from the park entrance 
to the campground. it ties the 
campground to ?6 mile of trails. 
making the campground an 
excellent starting pomt for a trail 
ride experience. Wildlife\ te~ ing 
and nawral scenes are a fm orite 
of this trail. a~ well as thejo) of 
running your machine through the 
wooded and grassland area by 
the lake. The trail is maintained 
by the Rathbun Snow Riders and 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engi-
neers. More information about 
the u e of the trai I can be found 
at the club's web site. 
The Dark Sktcs Locator web 
site indicates tJw, area has 
exceptional ' icv\ mg of stars and 
planetary movements due to IO\\ 
light pol Iutton. Ob~tacle-free 
-
. 
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viewing fortelescope~ from lake 
overlooks and shelter make this 
a great place for an evening of 
learning and entertainment. 
The abundance and 'iiLe of 
Rathbun crappies draws ice 
anglers from across the Midwest. 
Stay in the campground and fish 
in Honey Creek'') bay, or use the 
park.' central locatiOn for reach-
ing other parts of Lake Rathbun. 
Trails throughout the park offer 
access to the lake· s <ihore to get 
the angler to \v here the fi h are 
waiting. Bait ~hops and local 
stores can prO\ 1de bait and advice 
for fishing the lake. 
Many hunting areas are 
within easy reach from Honey 
Creek. Upland bird, deer and 
turkey hunting are considered to 
be some of the best. The newly 
constructed hcated/mrconditioned 
camping cabins give year-round 
accommodation<; to hunters. 
fisherman and park users. 
Spring and summerm the 
park bring warmer weather and 
people are usually anxious to be 
outside again. Crappie fishing 
calls to those who enjoy the thrill 
of casting a line and reeling in the 
catch-of-the-day. E\cnmg 
lures the cat fisherman to the 
shore of the "high-water" 
boat ramp, where lishing 1s 
open 24 hours a day. For 
those who like to get on the 
water to fi sh from a boat or 
just enjoy the boating experi-
ence, the lighted main boat 
ramp provides six lanes and 
plenty of parking for veh1cle~ 
and trai lers. Honey Creek's 
bay offers ea y portage by 
protecting the ramps from 
wind and wa\es. A fish-
cleaning dock ts a\allable at 
the main boat ramp to fil let 
that catch. 
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Programs arc offered 
throughout the year at the park. 
Orienteering, campfire talks and 
children's games in the camp-
ground, to hay ridcscxplonng 
evening ammal !Jfc. arc a few of 
the topics covered throughout the 
summer. If an organ1zed group 
would like a program scheduled, 
contact one or the park staff. 
Fruit, berry and morel mush-
room hunters can be found 
combing the woodland edges 
throughout the spring and sum-
mer. Secret cache arc explored 
and the bounties are plentiful. 
Hiking trai Is guide travelers to 
the edge of the lake. horc or to a 
longer trail that follows the 
shoreline of the lake. The h1kc is 
moderate and offer access 
points for fi shing, a tour of the 
woodlands or a chance to\ IC\\. 
the numerous bird'i of the area. 
An interpretive trail describes 
mounds constructed during the 
Woodland Period. Three factors 
that charcterize the Woodland 
Period are cultivated plants, 
ceramics and earthen mounds. 
These mounds exist in the park 
and can be seen beside the trai I. 
Angler's flock to Rathbun Lake 
for it's great walleye, crappie 
and catfishing. The 21 miles of 
multi-use trails host a variety of 
activities year-round (above). 
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An information center at the 
beginning of the trail depict 
possible cenes from thi time 
period howingtools, the appear-
ance of the people and their 
life. It i a self-guided trail and 
i rated as an easy hike. 
Many people come to u e the 
ATV trail located out ide the 
park at the we tend of Lake 
Rathbun. A local A TV club 
maintain the trail. 
What would summer be 
without a picnic in the park? 
Honey Creek offers several 
area to accommodate individual 
or groups. Three open shelters 
are situated near the edge of the 
ridge offering great views of the 
lake and boating activities. These 
The Honey Creek area offers 
plenty of public hunting 
opportunities (above), while 
camping is popular year-
around. 
shelter can be used on a "first-
come fir t- erved" basis or can be 
re erved. Shelters have been used 
for family reunions and weddings, 
providing plenty of space and a 
beautiful Jake backdrop. 
In the falJ, the park offers the 
excitement of cooler weather and 
the oppott unity to getaway from 
the crowds. People can be found 
walking the horecollecting 
weathered wood for carving 
or making decoration . 
Hickory nut a tasty addi tion 
to any recipe. Although the 
oak/hickory woodlands do not 
provide much leaf color, the 
fall prairie plants are still 
howingandremind us of the 
summer heat. Many animals 
are attracted to these 
savannahs and prairies for 
the food and protection. 
Butterflies and other insects, 
repti Ie . amphibian and bird 
can be een fl a hing their 
color throughout the gras -
land. Many of these creatures 
are rare in Iowa, and make for 
an intere ting find. 
To maintain the parkin a 
condition that is inviting to the 
public and attracts wi ldlife, park 
staff relies on the efforts of 
volunteer . Some volunteers build, 
monitor and maintain bluebird 
house , li t bird sightings or offer 
to work on trails and boat docks. 
If you have an interest or special 
tal em you would like to offer. 
plea e contact the park office. 
Honey Creek State Park ha 
something to offer everyone at 
anytime of year. Plan a visit to 
enjoy the views, wildlife or 
aetivitie . This is your park. Take 
the time to get to know it well and 
discover Iowa's natural heritage. 
Mike Godby is the park 
co-manager at lloney Creek 
Srate Park. 
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trails includes information about early Native Americans who inhabited the area. There is a di\play detailng 
the history of Honey Creek located at the beginningoftheinterpreti ve trail. 
LAKE ACTIVITIES: Rathbun Lake is very popular with sail boaters. power boaters, water ~ki ers and 
anglers. Crappie. walleye and channel catfish are the top targets. There are excellent boat ramps and 
convenienty located fish-cleaning 
stations. 
CONTACT: Honey Creek State 
Park, 12194 Honey Creek Pl.. 
Moravia,Iowa5257l -8879; (641) 
724-3729; 
Honey_ Creek@ dnr.state. ia. us. 
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NSERVATION UPDATE 
Help Us Stop Hunger Program Expands; 
DNR Hopes To Collect 5,000 Deer 
A popular state program 
designed to encourage the harves t 
of more deer and help feed less-
fortunate Iowan i growing,and 
the DNR hope Iowa hunter will 
tep up their upport ofthe 
program. 
Iowa' Help U Stop 
Hunger (HUSH) i expanding 
tatew ide, with a goal of collect-
ing 5.000 deer provided by 
hunter who voluntarily donate 
legally harve ted deer. Con id-
eri ng a deer typicall y yield 
about 50 pound of meat , 
reaching the goal of5 ,000 would 
provide I million quarter-pound 
servings of ground venison, 
which is di per ed through the 
Food Bank oflowa, according 
DNR HUSH coordinator Ro 
Harri on. 
HUSH was designed to 
encourage deer hunter , who 
would normally top hunting after 
Safety Harnesses A 
Must For Bow Hunters 
With the bow eason well 
underway and the peak of the 
rut just around the corner, deer 
hunter should rememberthat 
having-and more importan tly 
using-a good-quali ty afety 
harne i e sential. 
Rod Sling , recreational 
safety coordinator with the 
0 R. offered a few imple tree 
stand tip to help pre\ ent falls. 
lmu Conser-.ouono<t • Scpocmbcr/O.:tobcr ~005 
they had enough 
veni on, to continue 
hunting and donate 
their extra deer to 
Iowans in need. Any 
ofthe95 participating 
lockers throughout the 
state receive the deer 
from hunter') and 
procec.,s it into ground 
\ cni c.,on. The Food 
Bank oflowa coordi-
nates deli' ery of the 
vcni~on to tho')e in 
need through everal 
hundred social service 
agcncrcs. 
In its firsttwo pilot years, 
Harrison said HUSH received 
about 3,1 00 deer from hunter in 
rough! y the central one-half of the 
c., tatc. The effort was funded 
most! y by donation with addi-
tiona! help from the D R. The 
Iowa legi lature ha now added a 
$ 1 deer license surcharge that 
wi 11 generate more than $325,000, 
enough to expand the program 
statewide. 
Deer hu nters can find a 
HUSH locker ncar them by going 
to www.IOwahu c.,h.com. or 
through a brochure m ai I able 
whercc\ cr I iccnc.,es are sold. 
./ Always use a afety harness or other fall restraint '-Y'>tcm 
when ever us ing a tree stand. 
./ fnspect the equipment and only usc equipment that is in good 
condition. 
./ Securely attach the tree stand no more than I 0 to 12 feet 
high in the tree. 
./ Usc an equipment haul line to raise and lower the equipment. 
./ Maintain a short tether to the tree, only allowing enough 
slack to turn to shoot. 
./ Fi lc a hunting plan. Leave a note c.,aymg \\here ) ou arc and 
when ) ou will return. 
./ Carr) a cell phone to use in case trouble anc.,e" 
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Iowa Peregrine Falcon 
Numbers Soar To New 
Highs In 2005 
It' s been another record 
nesting season for Iowa's rapidly 
recovering population of pcr-
emne falcons. The mo..,t exciting e 
news. of course. t<.; wild free-
flying peregrine are once again 
retummg to rear their young on E 
"' the cliff face ledges of the upper ~ 
"' Mi issippi River. The outlook is ~ 
even brighter con<.; ideting addi- .3 
tional pair are currently ne<.;ttng 
on the artificial rock walls of 
pov..er company smoke..,tacks. 
metro bridge supports and city 
office buildings. 
The fact these dynamic, 
winged hunters have returned to 
reclaim ancient territories is no 
accident. Modem-day popula-
tions are the direct result of an 
all-out recovery 
effort involving 
Iov.a. re..,ultmg tn se\en success-
ful nestmgc., that produced 21 
young. A new record, it ts more 
than twice the number of baby 
peregrines produced just two or 
three years ago. Because some 
of the <.;tate's most desirable cliff 
ledges are located along the more 
remote <.;trctches of the upper 
lor releasing 105 fledgling per-
egrines in Iov. a. The group 
received around $40.000 from the 
ONR and generated more than 
$90,000 from the private ector 
through fund-raising efforts. 
Iowa· s final release of 
captive-reared, baby falcon · 
occurred during the summer of 
2000. Five 
an incredible 
network of 
unpaid volun-
teers, college 
students and 
Modern-day populations are the direct result of an 
all out recovery effort involving an incredible 
nehvork of unpaid volunteers, college students and 
wildlife professionals. 
years later, a 
growmg 
population 
continues to 
set a new 
production 
wildlife profes-
sionals, who secured and released 
captive-reared young falcons into 
the wild, and then nurtured those 
fledglings as they learned to fly, 
hunt and ultimately achieve 
independence. Survivors of tho e 
releases became the founders of 
the modem-day, wild populations 
of today. 
This spring, there were II 
active peregrine terri tories in 
Mississippi, there could easily be 
additional nesting peregrines that 
have escaped human detection. 
Much of the credit for this 
uccessful conservation endeavor 
can be attributed to the Iowa 
Peregrine Falcon Recovery Team 
-a group of unpaid volunteer 
raptor enthusiasts from across the 
state. During a fi ve-year period, 
the team was solely respon~i bl e 
record wi th 
each passing summer. Better yet, 
wild offspring are now being 
produced by wi ld (instead of 
captive-reared) parents. 
Modem-day peregrines 
appear to have regamcd a firm 
foothold on their hi toric range. It 
now becomes our collective 
responsibility to make ccttain this 
incredible native bird species 
doe n ' t vanish for a second time. 
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DNR Programs Help Public Facilities Conserve Energy As Fuel Prices Soar 
With energy costs oaring, 
near! y everyone is feeling the 
pinch -especially pub! ic-sector 
facilities. TheDNRenergy 
section ha three programs that 
can he! p these facilities make 
energy management decision and 
improvements. 
The State oflowa Facilitie 
Improvement Corporation 
(SIFIC) i a non-profit corpora-
tion that contract with the DNR 
for it taffing need and facili-
tates the u e of lea e-purcha~e 
financing for energy manage-
ment improvement project in 
state agencie . SIFIC is a full -
service program that provides 
project identification and analy-
si , financ ing arrangement , 
con truction management and 
monitoringofenergy avings. 
The program has worked with 
the Department of Human Service 
ince 1986 to improve the Glenwood 
Resource Center in Glenwood. The 
tota I in ve~tmen t in the center's 
energy management improvement 
projects is$2,249,379 with annual 
avingsof$402,097. The simple 
paybackonthe~e project i 5.6 
years. 
The Iowa Energy Bank Pro-
gram helps public- ector and non-
profi t faci litie -such a chool 
districts, local govemment , ho pi-
ta ls, and private and community 
colleges-make energy manage-
ment improvements. The program 
provides technical assistance to help 
managers or engineers make wise 
energy decisions, and low-interest 
financing is also available to pay for 
the improvements. 
Unique Private, Public Partnership 
Creates Largest Solar Array In State 
watts of electric-
Ity. 
The Iowa Energy Bank 
developed a partnership with the 
Des Moines Community School 
Di trict to make energy manage-
ment improvements. With a total 
inve~tmentof$ 1 ,812,745, the 
chool di ~trict reaps savings of 
$361 ,85 1 peryear. The payback 
on the district's investment is 
within tive years. 
Iowa Clean Cities work with 
public and pri \ate fleets to ad-
vance the use of hybrid-electric 
and altemative-fuel \'chicle . 
TechnicaL financial and planning 
as istance is avai I able through the 
Jowa Clean Cities program. 
For additional information on 
these and other DNR energy 
program , visit www.iowadnr.com 
and click on "Energy" or call 
(5 15)28 1-4367. 
Cedar Rapid is no"" home 
to the state' s large t olar 
array, thanks to a unique 
prutnership involving local, tate 
and federal governments, 
organization and businesses. 
"Not only 
wi ll the solar 
array serve as a 
-=-----t~r.i:::;~~~H 
viable source of e 
The solar array is located 
on topoftheKouba Building 
near the corner of Third Street 
and I Oth A venue in southeast 
Cedar Rapid . The building is 
part of a brownfield redevelop-
ment area adjacent to the 
Downtown Bohemjan Commer-
cial Hi toric Di trier. The arra) 
1 capable of generating 7.200 
I''"'·' Con\Cn .111(... 1 • s. nlber/{}.~Qb.:r 1005 
V) 
energy for Cedar J -.......___ 
Rapids. but the 
entire public will also benefit from 
an interacti ve olar-powered 
kiosk ncar the Kouba Bui lding," 
said Brian Tormey. chief of the 
DNR · Energ) and Waste 
Management Bureau. 
The Ne"' Bohemia Solar 
Project 1s a partner hip effort 
between the Iowa DNR. Iowa 
Renewable Energy Associa-
tion. Alliant Energy-Interstate 
Po"' erand Light Company. the 
City of Cedar Rap1ds. and the 
Thor! and Com pan) ."' 1th 
fund mg pro\ 1dcd by the U.S. 
Department of En erg;. 
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Waubonsie State Park Growing With Recent 
Purchase Of Former Girl Scout Camp 
State park offi-
cials are celebrating 
the recent purchase of 
the 646-acre former 
Girl Scout Camp Wa-
Shawtee, adjacent to 
Waubon ie State Park. 
which will mcrca')C the 
park size by 51 per-
cent. The expan\IOn 1s 
expected to generate a 
regional economic 
impact of at least $ 1.8 
million per year. 
.... 
"' G 
'This is probably 
the most significant 
addition to a state park 
in a generation," said 
Kevin Szcodronski. 
chief of the DNR' s 
State Parks Bureau. 
The park will increase 
m size from 1,254 
acres to around I ,900 
acres. 
The recent purchase of the Girl Scout 
Camp Wa-Shawtee, adjacent to 
Waubonsie State Park, w1ll 1ncrease the 
size of the park by 52 percent. 
The property has significant 
natural value. It contains one of 
the largest contiguous woodlands 
in the Loess Hills region and is 
home to approximate I y 17 
percent of the WaubonsieSpecial 
Landscape Area with clusters of 
exemplary prairie and geological 
features, identified as a priority 
for protection by the National 
Park Service. The purchase 
includes I I buildings. mo tof 
which will be used as rental 
cabins, and a swimming pool. 
The property was pur-
chased from Ed\A.ard Marshall 
for $2. 1 million. The Iowa 
Namral Heritage Foundation 
was an integral partner in the 
purchase, spending hundreds of 
hours over the last three years 
and thousands of dollars to 
facili tate the purchase. 
Mark Ackelson, president of 
the Iowa Natural I Ieritage 
Foundation, also prmscd Marshall, 
who not only donated an addi-
tional 65 acres for use as a camp 
forterminally ill children, but also 
rebuffed significant! y higher 
offers from developers. 
Upcoming NRC 
and EPC Meetings 
The dates and locations ha\e 
been set for the following meet-
ings of the Natural Resource 
Commission and Environmental 
Protection Commis ion of the 
Iowa Department of Natural 
Resources. 
Agenda are set approxi-
mate} y 1 0 day<; pn or to the 
scheduled meeting date. For 
additional information, contact the 
Iowa Department ofNatural 
Resources. Wallace State Office 
Building, 502 E. 9'h St., Des 
Moines, Iowa 50319-0034. 
Natural Resource 
Commission: 
November 10 
Des Moines 
DecemberS 
Des Moine 
Environmental Protection 
Commission: 
November2L 
Urbandale 
December 19 
Urbandale 
State Preser ves 
Advisory Board: 
October meeting 
Cancelled 
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Thi i something you may not 
want to hear. but unfortunately it 
happen . And. it eem like it 
happen with increa ing fre-
quency ince I tarred in this 
bu~ine . 
The nexttime you think. 'Tel 
I ike to do what you do because 1 
I ike to hunt and fish, keep it in 
mind it's not all fun and games. 
It was late fall, and I had been 
working outside my territory 
helping a fellow officer. It had 
been a long day. a mo t of them 
are that time of the year. Shoot-
ing hour were over. the un wa 
etting and I was heading home. I 
decided to top at a convenience 
tore for a cup of coffee to ward 
offthechilJ ,envi ioningaquiet 
evening at home. 
It was not to be. 
I walked in the store and 
there was a group of people 
inside. Some were at the check 
out with a quick pizza for Sunday 
night dinner and orne with other 
odds and ends. I noticed one guy 
eyeing me. Actually, glaring at 
me i a better description. You 
tend to pick up on those thing 
pretty quickly the longer you are 
in the profession. !ignored him. 
Not All Fun and Games 
by Chuck Hume ton 
filled my coffeecup and headed 
for the cash register thinking, "I 
don' 1 know what his problem is 
and 1 just want to get home." 
But, that wasn't to be either. 
The minute I got to the counter he 
was right behind me. and away he 
went. For me, and for all to hear. 
he tarred in\\ ith a litany ofles -
than-complimentary comments 
concerning the officer I wa 
a i ting and what he wa going 
to do to him. I had paid for my 
coffee, I clidn 't appreciate threat 
again t officers and I had listened 
tojustaboutenough. !turned 
around, looked at him and said, "If 
you'vegotacomplaint, maybe 
youshou ld saytho ething tohis 
face." Thing~ got quiet and you 
could tell people were getting 
uncomfortable. He started in 
again, mo tofwhichdidn'tmake 
any en e and that' when I could 
tellalotofthiswa alcohol-
fueled. 
I walked outto my quad and 
decided i fhe got behind the 
wheel, then I could do orne 
bu ines with him . He came out 
with his 12-pack, got into the 
passenger seat and they headed 
out. 1 headed the opposite way 
toward home. 
About 20 minute later, the 
radio t.>quawked. Regular reader 
hould be familiar with the name 
Arlen Throne. becau e I have 
written about him before. Arlen 
is retired now, but he was one of 
those officers who had the mojo. 
He was always getting into 
omething. 
That night. Arlen had stopped 
a car who e occupant were 
checlung trap along the road. 
A Arlen approached. the door 
flew open, and a gu) took off 
running-afairlyobviou clue 
that omething i am is . Arlen 
called for as i tance. 
My coffee went out the 
window, and I whipped my squad 
around and turned on the lights. 
So much for my quiet evening, but 
when a fellow officer needs help, 
that'~ al ii need to know. 
I arrived q u tckly and I could 
ee Arlen· headlight out in a 
field with a guy running in front of 
hi quad. The guy appeared to 
be running in ci rcles. Arlen could 
have gotten out of his car. but he 
showed hi~ expenence b; ··work-
ing smarter, not harder." It 
wasn't what you would call a 
high-speed chase. Arlen told me 
on the radio the guy appeared to 
be head ing for a farmstead by the 
road. I drove into the farmyard. 
got out and decided to wait for 
Arlen to herd the guy to me. 
I walked to a fence opening. 
The chase wat.> geuing clo'ier and 
clo er. I startedyellmgforthe 
guy to top. A rlcn Just kept 
-
dri\ln 
runne 
thrOUJ 
,tandi 
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driving behind hun. keeping the 
runner in ht\ headlight . He ran 
through the gate ~here I was 
standing. I looked at him. "Oh 
no," I thought. Yes, it wa my 
f 
new-found friend from the 
convemence \tore. 
Ikeptyellmg"Stop!" He 
didn'tlt..,ten. l could \eewhat 
d 
was comtng A.., he ran up to me. 
his right arm came up. hi\ hand 
balled tnro a ft\t and the punch 
. ,. 
~ 
.. 
d , 
out 
p. 
• JJ 
of 
k· 
came at me. I blocked It wtth my 
left arm, grabbed htm, spun hun 
around and pu..,hed him into the 
fence. Lest you think I'm a 
martial mts expert, remember the 
suspect had been running for 
about 20 minutes and he was 
somewhat alcohol-dulled. I think 
my granddaughter could have 
blocked that punch. 
I watted for him to come up 
fighting. To my surpn<.,e (I later 
• 
found from past experience on hi .., 
paJt) he "assumed the position," 
~ ith his feet spread apart and his 
hands outstretched grabbing the 
woven wire fence. He was 
laughing. By now Arlen had 
arrived and I had my handcuffs 
out. The problem was now the 
guy would not let go of the fence. 
It was turning into a emi-
wrestling match. trying to get the 
guy's hand off the fence. I 
grabbed him by the watst, lifting 
him up off the ground mtending to 
move him off the fence when I 
heard Arlen, yelling, "Chuck, stop 
top!" I had the guy up in the ai r. 
But, the fence had come off the 
post and it was coming with us. 1 
set him back down. He sti ll 
wouldn ' tlet go. We waited for 
another officer to arrive, and we 
pried the guy's hand off the 
fence and handcuffed him . 
By now omedeputies 
arrived to help us and we walked 
the guy to one of their cars. The 
whole time the guy i tellmg me 
what he would do to me if he 
could get the handcuffs off. You 
get the idea. I put him in the 
back seat and shut the door. 
Before the deputy drove him 
to jail, we decided to remove my 
handcuffs and replace them with 
the deputy' s. We opened the 
door thinking, "Here we go 
. , 
a gam. 
He was passed out asleep in 
the back eat. I got in my car 
and headed home. I had had 
enough "fun and games" for one 
day. 
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